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The ‘social brain hypothesis’ proposes a causal link between social complexity
and either brain size or the size of key brain parts known to be involved in
cognitive processing and decision-making. While previous work has focused
on comparisons between species, how social complexity affects plasticity
in brain morphology at the intraspecific level remains mostly unexplored.
A suitable study model is the mutualist ‘cleaner’ fish Labroides dimidiatus, a
species that removes ectoparasites from a variety of ‘client’ fishes in iterative
social interactions. Here, we report a positive relationship between the local
density of cleaners, as a proxy of both intra- and interspecific sociality, and
the size of the cleaner’s brain parts suggested to be associated with cognitive
functions, such as the diencephalon and telencephalon (that together form the
forebrain). In contrast, the size of the mesencephalon, rhombencephalon, and
brain stem, assumed more basal in function, were independent of local
fish densities. Selective enlargement of brain parts, that is mosaic brain
adjustment, appears to be driven by population density in cleaner fish.

1. Introduction
There is substantial variation in brain size between vertebrate species, with
absolute and/or relatively larger brains possessing ‘better’ cognitive abilities
[1–6]. In addition, the artificial selection on brain enlargement is known to
result in higher cognitive abilities in laboratory tests, such as discrimination
learning in mice [7], and reversal-learning [8] and numerical abilities in
female guppies [9]. Social and environmental complexity emerged as two competing hypotheses to explain how increased cognitive demands drive brain size
evolution [10–16]. Comparative studies on the social brain hypothesis (SBH)
identified either group size [10,11,14,17–20], mating systems [21–23], or social
bonds [24,25] as proxies for the selective social pressure. In contrast, studies
testing the environmental intelligence hypothesis focused on diet-related
aspects such as home range size, general habitat complexity, and extractive
foraging [13,15,26,27]. There is an ongoing debate regarding which of these
hypotheses best explains brain size evolution [13,15,16]. An essential part of
the challenge is the difficulty in validating a proxy for complexity (i.e. group
size, diet, home range, etc.) as a predictor for cognitive performance and
brain size in the studied species [16,19,28].
Furthermore, research investigating brain size evolution has focused on
large-scale comparisons between species to address evolutionary questions
[29–33]. As we reach the limits of this approach and until more refined data
become available [31,34], a complementary approach may help to improve
our understanding. One underexplored option is to investigate how variation
in ecology affects brain anatomy within a population. The idea behind such
an approach is that adaptation may be achieved either through genetic adaptation (evolutionary timescale) or through individual plasticity (ecological
timescale) and that learning about selective factors in one timescale may
© 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

2. Methods
(a) Field site and fish survey
We conducted the study on Lizard Island (14.6682° S,
145.4604° E), Great Barrier Reef, Australia, between July and
August 2016. Scuba divers conducted an underwater fish survey
at four different reef sites: Mermaid Cove, Northern Horseshoe,
Horseshoe, and Bird Islet (see electronic supplementary material,
figure S1 for the specific reef locations). Observers counted the
abundance of adult cleaner fish Labroides dimidiatus and their
client coral fishes on transect lines. We collected up to 10 replicates
of transects of 30 m each at every study site. We recorded the
large-bodied fish (total length (TL) > 10 cm) and cleaners on a
5 m width, and small-bodied fish (TL ≤ 10 cm) on a 1 m wide
area along the 30 m transect. We then scaled all counts to densities
per 100 m2 (methods followed Triki et al. [58]).
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to attribute any effect of population density on brain anatomy
to a change in intra- and/or interspecific social complexity.
Interestingly, variation has been documented in strategic
behaviour (i.e. reputation management and service priority)
among individual cleaners that belong to demes of the
same population, ranging from low to high strategic sophistication [57]. Among various examined potential predictors,
local cleaner population densities, or respectively the highly
correlated population densities of all large client species combined, emerged as the best predictor for cleaner’s strategic
sophistication [58]. Assuming that densities correlate with
the number of intra- and interspecific social interactions,
and knowing that high densities promote increased strategic
sophistication in cleaners, we used the cleaner population as
a measure of sociality in cleaner fish [58]. As has been argued
previously, differences in strategic sophistication are most
likely based on individual proximate adjustments as cleaner
fish have a pelagic egg and larval stage with little choice
for settlement [59,60], promoting gene structure homogenization between populations [61]. Furthermore, juvenile
cleaners from sites differing in their cleaner population
densities showed homogeneous poor strategic sophistication
[57]. Thus, any potential differences in brain size would
also be most likely based on plastic adjustments.
We collected cleaners from sites differing in their cleaner
density and then quantified their brain morphology. This
allowed us to explore the potential links between population
density and brain size in a wild species. Based on the SBH
[62], we predicted that increased population density of cleaner
fish could be reflected in increased brain size. We considered
the following two scenarios: first, the entire brain might
become enlarged in response to high population density.
Second, mosaic brain development might increase brain size
through a selective enlargement of key brain parts, while
other brain parts remain unchanged [63]. Here, we suggest
that these key brain parts will be the telencephalon and the
diencephalon (which together form the forebrain); together
they harbour the limbic system involved in regulating social
behaviour in fish [64,65]. More specifically, they regulate
complex functions such as feeding, motivation, memory,
sexual behaviour, territoriality, fear conditioning, spatial learning, and decision-making [66–69]. Also, from an evolutionary
perspective, the mammalian neocortex is a telencephalic
structure. Despite the morphological divergence, comparative
studies show that the fish telencephalon and mammalian neocortex share some conserved gene expression networks [66,70].
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inform about the other one, despite the different mechanisms
underlying adaptation [35].
Fishes emerge as a promising study clade for the ecological timescale approach as they possess highly plastic brains in
comparison to mammals [36]. Indeed, various studies show
evidence for covariation in fish brain plasticity and either
habitat features [37], migration, growth rules [38], and/or
sensory system shifts during ontogenetic development
[39,40]. However, only a few studies have explored the
impact of the social environment on plasticity in the brain
or brain part size. For example, cichlids (Neolamprologus
pulcher) reared in large groups had a relatively larger hypothalamus and cerebellum compared to the ones reared in
small groups [41]. Similarly, sticklebacks (Pungitius pungitius)
reared in groups developed a larger optic tectum than those
reared individually [42]. In guppies (Poecilia reticulata),
rearing females and males in same sex or mixed sex pairs
resulted in various sex-specific brain part size changes [43].
All these studies were conducted in the laboratory, whereas
the effects of the social environment on brain plasticity
remain unexplored under natural conditions.
The cleaner fish Labroides dimidiatus (hereafter ‘cleaner’) is a
good study model to explore potential links between sociality
and brain size in natural conditions. They have a well-studied
intra- and interspecific social life: the population is female
biased, and they typically live in harems (i.e. social groups)
comprised of one male and several smaller females [44].
While male and female harem members cooperate in terms
of joint reproduction, female harem members are also potential future competitors to the current male, because cleaners
are protogynous hermaphrodites [44–46]. While not studied
in cleaners, research on other species that change sex revealed
that conflicts over dominance in a size-based hierarchy lead to
strategic growth decisions to avoid aggression by dominants
[47]. These aspects, taken together, suggest that the complexity
of a cleaner’s intraspecific social life will likely be a function of
the population density.
Adding to the complexity, cleaners obtain almost 100% of
their diet from interspecific social interactions with a variety
of client reef fish (hereafter ‘client’) that visit the cleaners to
have their ectoparasites removed [48,49]. Conflicts of interest
arise between cleaners and their clients because cleaners
prefer to eat clients’ mucus instead of ectoparasites, an act
that constitutes cheating [50]. Finding food is hence an interspecific social task, where cleaners have to find a balance
between cooperation and conflict. Such a balance is necessary
because clients employ various partner control mechanisms
to reduce the cheating rates including switching to another
cleaner for future inspections, punishment through aggressive chasing, and the attribution of a negative reputation
(i.e. image-score) and hence avoidance upon witnessing a
cheating event with a current client [51,52]. In turn, cleaners
adjust their service quality to the client’s control mechanisms
[53–55]. Cleaners may also give service priority to clients with
access to several cleaning stations (i.e. able to switch to
another cleaner if made to wait) over clients with access
to the local cleaner only [53]. In summary, cleaners show
highly advanced levels of fine-tuning in terms of service
quality depending on the situation. This ability to adjust
behaviour flexibly to the specifics of a given situation has
been termed high strategic sophistication [56]. In conclusion,
cleaners do not face standard environmental foraging challenges like other species do, making it most parsimonious
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(b) Study animals
We caught cleaners at both Mermaid Cove and Northern Horseshoe upon completing fish surveys. At Horseshoe and Bird Islet
locations, however, we collected cleaner fish two weeks before
the surveys due to time constraints. In total, we collected 20
adult female cleaner wrasse from these study sites. We studied
only females here because they are much more abundant than
males [44], and also to be able to follow up on the studies by
Wismer et al. [57] and Triki et al. [56,58] conducted on female cleaners. For the fish capture, we used a barrier net (size of the net: 2 ×
1 m, 5 mm mesh size) and hand nets. Then, we housed fish in
individual aquaria of size (62 × 27 × 37 cm) and provided them
with polymerizing vinyl chloride (PVC) pipes (10 cm × 1 cm) as
shelter. We fed the fish daily with a paste of mashed prawn
smeared on Plexiglas plates (8 × 15 cm), and they all fed successfully off the Plexiglas plates upon the first two days of acclimation.

(c) Magnetic resonance imaging scans
Brain samples were from the 20 caught adult female cleaner
wrasse (TL: mean ± s.d., 7.38 ± 0.71 cm) (five cleaners from Mermaid Cove, one from Northern Horseshoe, seven from Bird Islet,
and seven from Horseshoe). We sacrificed the cleaners by a rapid
cervical transection. Immediately after, we immersed the whole
heads in a fixing solution of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). We
then dissected the brains under a stereomicroscope Zeiss
steREO Discovery.V8 with a zoom set at 7 : 1. We kept the
brains in the braincase but removed the surrounding tissue and
bones. Also, we made a small breach on the rostral end of the
brain. This facilitated the filtration of the fixative to the brain
tissue. After a period of 24 h in the PFA at room temperature,
we transferred the specimens to a phosphate-buffered solution
(PBS). Afterwards, we transported the samples to the Queensland Brain Institute (QBI) for magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). Overall, the samples stayed in PBS for 48 h before we
transferred them into a gadolinium-based contrast agent of
0.2% Magnevist®. We incubated the samples at 4°C in a Magnevist® solution of 10× the volume of the sample for 10 days. Also,
we renewed the Magnevist® solution on day 5 of the incubation.

We scanned the fish brains with a Bruker Avance 16.4T MRI
spectrometer. They were scanned using a 15 mm surface acoustic
wave (SAW) coil, and micro 2.5 gradient. We employed the following parameters for the scanning: 3D gradient echo FLASH
sequence, with repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 50/8 ms,
number of excitations (NEX) = 8, flip angle of 30°, field-ofview = 31 × 12 × 10 mm, bandwidth of 100 kilohertz (KHz), and
matrix size = 1028 × 400 × 330 providing an image resolution of
30 µm3 isotropic voxels. Total image acquisition was 8 h
16 min. We ran the 20 brains in four rounds of scan; wherein
we scanned five brains per round. To do so, we glued every
five brains on a small plastic sheet (6 × 1.5 × 0.3 cm): three
brains on one side and two on the other side of the plastic
sheet. This spatial distribution helped to identify the brains in
the scans (see electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

(d) Image processing
We analysed and rendered the brain images by using the software Amira® version 6.0. We performed the delineation
manually, image-by-image, first on frontal sections, then corrected and confirmed on the sagittal and transversal sections.
We used two cichlid fish brain atlases as a reference in the
brain parts delineation process: the Oreochromis mossambicus
[71] and Astatotilapia burtoni (HA Hofmann 2016, personal communication). Experimenters were blind to the identity of the
samples during image analyses. In total, we segmented the
brains into five main brain parts or divisions: telencephalon,
diencephalon, mesencephalon, rhombencephalon, and brain
stem (figure 1). We preferred to delineate the major brain divisions and avoided segmenting subdivisions of the main five
parts. We focused on gross brain regions because the resolution
was insufficient to conduct volumetric analyses at a finer level.
The image processing indicated that several of the samples (i.e.
19 out of 20) had a slightly damaged frontal part of the telencephalon which occurred during the brain dissection (see electronic
supplementary material, figures S3 and S4). This also made it difficult to delineate the olfactory bulb from the telencephalon. We
still obtained an estimate of telencephalon size (including the
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Figure 1. The Labroides dimidiatus brain. (a) A representative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan image of a sagittal section of L. dimidiatus brain inside its
braincase, the lower panel shows the delineation of the five brain structures: telencephalon including the olfactory bulb (in red), diencephalon (in green), mesencephalon (in blue), rhombencephalon (in yellow), brain stem (in orange). Images generated with OsiriX Lite® v. 9.5.2. Cleaner fish photo credit to Z. T. (b) A 3D brain
rendering showing the main brain parts from four different angles of the brain: top left image shows a partial frontal view, top right image shows a lateral view,
bottom left image shows a superior view, and bottom right shows a dorsal view. The brain is subdivided into six major brain areas, depicted in different colours:
telencephalon (in red), olfactory bulbs (in pink), diencephalon (in green), mesencephalon (in blue), rhombencephalon (in yellow), and brain stem (in light blue).
Images were prepared with the AMIRA software by E. L. (Online version in colour.)
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degree of freedom (d.f.)
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response variable

95% conﬁdence level

effect size

Table 1. Summary statistics of univariate analyses following the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) tests. Values in bold indicate signiﬁcant effect (alpha set at ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 2. Relationship of residuals from brain part sizes on body size and cleaner density. Box plots of median, interquartile range, upper and lower quartiles, and
outliers. The raw data are depicted as dark red dots. (Online version in colour.)

(e) Data analyses
Most brain morphology analyses tend to standardize the brain
or brain part size to body size measures like length or weight
[72–74]. This approach aims to correct for the brain portion
responsible for body maintenance, thus facilitating the comparison of the brain component supposedly linked to the various
cognitive processes [1,75,76]. An alternative practice is to scale
brain part sizes to either the whole brain or the other brain
parts instead of body size (i.e. size ratio) [77]. This scaling
method, contrary to body size scaling, allows exploration of
potential selective enlargement in key brain zones depending on
their functionality [35]. We used this method as a measurement
for the mosaic brain development hypothesis, wherein some
brain parts might selectively grow bigger while the rest of the
brain remains unchanged [63]. As scaling to either body size or
other brain parts address different questions regarding brain
morphology [78], here we used both scaling methods on the
same dataset to provide a complete picture of brain morphology.
In the first scaling method to body size, we extracted the
residuals of the regression slope of log-transformed brain part
sizes (in mm3) on log-transformed body weight (in g). In the
second scaling method to either the rest of the brain size or to
another brain part, no log transformation was needed at this
stage. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) allowed for
multiple hypotheses testing. Upon a significant MANOVA outcome
(significance threshold set at alpha ≤ 0.05), we ran separate univariate ANOVA for each dependent variable. Brain measurements were
fitted as the response variable, while cleaner density was fitted as a
categorical predictor with three levels of density recordings (0.47,

p = 0.009
p = 0.003
0.60
diencephalon to other brain parts

olfactory bulb) for 15 out of the 20 brains from the MRI scans. We
used the global brain scan images to estimate the relative size of the
damaged area, which varied between 0 and 70% (median 30%).
The estimate was made blind to the identity of the sample. Two
statistical tests indicated that the data remains valid. First, there
were no systematic differences between telencephalons collected
at different sites with respect to estimated damage (ANOVA,
d.f. = (1, 13), F = 1.05, p = 0.38). Second, we did not find any correlation between estimated damage and telencephalon volume
(ANOVA, d.f. = (1, 13), F = 0.27, p = 0.61). Therefore, we added a
few statistical tests involving the telencephalon part (see results).

0.55

0.50

0.45
n=6
0.47

n=7

n=7

0.83

1.6

cleaner density per 100 m2

Figure 3. Relationship of the diencephalon size ratio to the rest of the brain
and cleaner density. Box plots of median, interquartile range, upper and
lower quartiles, and outliers. The raw data are depicted as dark red dots.
p-values are estimated with post hoc analysis run on significant overall
effect. (Online version in colour.)
0.83, and 1.6 cleaner per 100 m2, see results). We ran post hoc analyses of significant ANOVAs with the function emmeans() from
the package emmeans in R language. We then verified models’
assumptions, such as normal distribution and homogeneity of variance of the residuals, with statistical tests and visual plots. We ran
all statistical analyses and generated the figures with the software R
version 3.3.2 (2016-10-31).

3. Results
The four locations had the following cleaner population sizes:
mean ± s.d.; 0.47 ± 0.63 cleaner per 100 m2 at Mermaid Cove,
0.47 ± 0.7 at Northern Horseshoe, 0.83 ± 0.92 at Horseshoe,
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Figure 4. Pairwise comparisons of brain part sizes and their relationship with cleaner density. Box plots of median, interquartile range, upper and lower quartiles,
and outliers of size ratio between diencephalon and (a) mesencephalon, (b) rhombencephalon, and (c) brain stem; and ratio between mesencephalon and
(d ) rhombencephalon, and (e) brain stem; and ( f ) ratio between brain stem and rhombencephalon. The raw data are depicted as dark red dots. p-values are
estimated with post hoc analysis run on significant overall effects. (Online version in colour.)

and 1.6 ± 1.1 at Bird Islet. This created three levels of average
cleaner densities 0.47, 0.83, and 1.6 (electronic supplementary
material, figure S2).
We first tested whether the residuals of the log-transformed
total size of four measured brain parts; diencephalon, mesencephalon, rhombencephalon, and brain stem, on logtransformed body size (see electronic supplementary material,
figure S5) were affected by the cleaner density at the study sites.
We found no significant relationship for cleaner density and
overall size of the four brain parts (ANOVA: n = 20, F = 0.285,
d.f. = (2, 17), p = 0.756). Nevertheless, by fitting the residuals
of the log of the four brain parts on log body size in a
MANOVA, we found a significant effect of cleaner density
(MANOVA: n = 20, d.f. = (2, 8), F = 2.326, p = 0.045). With
univariate analyses as post hoc tests, we found no significant
relationship between cleaner density and either of the four
brain parts (table 1, figure 2).
By analysing the size ratio of the diencephalon to the
other three brain parts combined (i.e. mesencephalon,
rhombencephalon, and brain stem), we found significant
differences between the three cleaner densities at the study
sites (ANOVA: n = 20, F = 15.34, d.f. = (2, 17), p < 0.001,
adjusted R 2 = 0.60). Post hoc test showed that diencephalon
size ratio at the highest cleaner density 1.6 was significantly
higher than the other two cleaner densities, 0.47 and 0.83
cleaner per 100 m2 (figure 3).
We also used another scaling method by estimating the
size ratio of every brain part to another brain part. Here,
we also found a significant effect of cleaner density
(MANOVA: n = 20, d.f. = (2, 12), F = 2.469, p = 0.02, figure 4).
By running univariate post hoc tests, we found that the diencephalon was relatively larger than any of the other three
brain parts ( p ≤ 0.01, table 1). Among the size ratios of the
remaining three brain parts to each other (i.e. mesencephalon,
rhombencephalon, and brain stem), however, there was no
significant effect of cleaner density (table 1).
We also tested the relationship between residuals of the log
telencephalon size on log body size and cleaner density

despite the potential inaccuracy of the telencephalon data.
There was no significant effect of cleaner density (ANOVA:
n = 15, d.f. = (2, 12), F = 1.481, p = 0.266, figure 5a). In addition,
cleaner density did not significantly impact the size ratio of the
telencephalon to the combined size of mesencephalon, rhombencephalon, and brain stem (ANOVA: n = 15, d.f. = (2, 12),
F = 1.934, p = 0.187, figure 5b), as well as the telencephalon to
diencephalon ratio (ANOVA: n = 15, d.f. = (2, 12), F = 1.098,
p = 0.365, figure 5c). However, the forebrain size ratio, estimated from the telencephalon and diencephalon size ratio to
the rest of the brain, showed a significant effect of cleaner density (ANOVA: n = 15, d.f. = (2, 12), F = 5.712, p = 0.018,
adjusted R 2 = 0.40, figure 5d).

4. Discussion
The current study extends previous laboratory research
[41,43] by documenting that natural variation in local population density correlates positively with cleaner fish
forebrain size relative to the rest of the brain: this ratio
being on average 14% higher when cleaner density doubled.
In contrast, forebrain size scaled to body size did not vary as
a function of fish densities. Taken together, the results suggest
a mosaic brain development that allows cleaners to enlarge
key brain parts as a response to the social environment.
Since brains are energetically demanding [79,80], it is supposedly less costly to selectively enlarge key brain parts instead
of enlarging the entire brain. Accordingly, the SBH predicts
that key brain parts involved in regulating social behaviour,
such as the neocortex in mammals, may have been selectively
enlarged as a response to the selection pressures of complex
social cues [10,12,20,81]. As the fish forebrain has also been
shown to play a major role in social decision-making [65],
our results support the SBH. While our telencephalon size estimates were potentially less reliable due to potential artefacts
introduced during sample preparation (see electronic supplementary material, figure S5), the diencephalon showed a
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Figure 5. Relationship of brain measurements, involving the telencephalon data, and cleaner density. Box plots of median, interquartile range, upper and lower
quartiles, and outliers of (a) residuals of telencephalon size on body size, (b) telencephalon size ratio to mesencephalon + rhombencephalon + brain stem combined, (c) ratio between telencephalon and diencephalon, and (d) forebrain size ratio as an estimate of telencephalon + diencephalon/mesencephalon +
rhombencephalon + brain stem. The raw data are depicted as dark red dots. p-values are estimated with post hoc analysis run on significant overall effect.
(Online version in colour.)
strong signal. It suggests that diencephalon size was selectively
enlarged due to its key functions in regulating social behaviour
and decision-making. Indeed, the diencephalon harbours
several neuronal nuclei that regulate social behaviour in fish
[64,65]. These include the preoptic area and its role in regulating aggressive and reproductive behaviours [82], and the
hypothalamus and its regulation of the neuroendocrine
pathways known for their major role in underpinning social
behaviours like affiliative behaviour, reproduction, aggression,
territoriality [83], and food intake [84].
We had taken cleaner fish densities as an indicator of both
intraspecific and interspecific social complexity, as previous
research had shown that cleaner densities and large client
densities are highly correlated [58]. High densities are a
requirement for the emergence of cleaners showing high strategic sophistication in interactions with clients, like increasing
service quality when observed and giving service priority to
clients with access to other cleaners [58]. Regarding intraspecific interactions, it seems logical that higher cleaner densities
lead to more social interactions with a greater number of
other cleaners. Such interactions include aggressive encounters when cleaners defend their territory against intruding
conspecifics [85], or males checking their harem females to
prevent those from changing sex and become a competitor
[45]. As an adaptation to a size-based hierarchy, female cleaners have to adjust their growth strategically as documented
for coral-dwelling gobies that queue for breeder position [47].
At this stage, the relative importance of intra- versus interspecific interactions on brain part development remains an
open question. The strategic sophistication of cleaners

regarding key aspects of interactions with clients was very
low during our study period as cleaner fish populations
were reduced by 80%, which took place four months after
the onset of the 2016 El Niño event [56,86]. This low performance prevented any analyses of how individual performance
links to brain measures. Therefore, experiments that link
population densities, individual performance, and brain
part size in cleaners are currently lacking.
The SBH was initially developed to explain why monkeys
and apes have relatively large brains compared to other
mammalian clades [75] as well as the variation in relative
brain size within clades [10]. In the original analysis, group
size was used as a proxy for social complexity, while
neocortex ratio emerged as the brain measure that yielded
the highest correlation with group size, suggesting that it
was a better estimate of intelligence than relative brain size
[75]. The hypothesis was soon successfully applied to bats
and carnivores [87]. Despite its initial success, the SBH is
now viewed with more scepticism for two main reasons: on
a more technical level, various studies found supporting evidence only if group size and neocortex ratio were replaced
with other measures [19,31,63,78,88,89] thus introducing arbitrary factors in the analyses. On a conceptual level, some
studies aiming to test whether social, environmental, or general intelligence predict best brain size variation [12,14,90]
conclude that social intelligence does not explain most of
the variance. The challenge for all evolutionary analyses is
that comparing different species introduces unexplained variation, partially due to the many ecological factors that are not
considered in brain analyses. In contrast, the present study
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for future research will be to bring ontogenetic and evolutionary timescales together into a single coherent framework.
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